Glass Specifications

Skyline Design fabricates glass to alter the way it
transmits light in the built environment, creating
transparency, translucency, and opacity.
TECHNIQUES

SPECIFICATION

Eco-etch
Skyline Design’s proprietary, environmental etching
process creates a translucent effect.

We encourage you to contact us directly to provide
specifying instructions for all our glass, as well as
custom specs for your client’s bid-set documents.

AST Digital Printing
Skyline Design’s proprietary digital technology prints
translucent imagery with vast color capabilities.
Texture
Deep, consistent texture coated with a matte or gloss
finish diffuses light.
Vitracolor
Skyline Design’s proprietary, low-VOC back-painting
process ensures uniform, vibrant color.
CUSTOMIZATION

Most glass patterns are available in both horizontal
and vertical orientations. Changing the pattern scale
and/or configuration, or using custom colors may
incur an additional charge.
TYPES OF GLASS

Clear Tempered Safety Glass
Low-iron PPG Starphire® Tempered Safety Glass
APPLICATIONS

Skyline Design offers glass applications in nearly
any glass thickness, type, or make-up, including
monolithic and laminated, fire-rated, mirrors, and
more. Our decorative finishes may be applied to
tempered glass to meet safety and building code
requirements. Maximum fabrication size is limited
to 72” x 144” (60” x 120” for AST Digital Printing).
Certain applications may not be available on all glass
types and/or thicknesses. Surcharges may apply to
oversized or heavy glass.
SUBMITTING CUSTOM COLOR

We can match virtually any color. To submit a custom
color, simply send the code (Pantone, Paint, or other)
to your Skyline Design Representative. If the color
does not have a code, you may send a physical
sample.
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DISCLAIMER

Skyline Design encourages you to contact us
directly with specific instructions and custom
specifications for our glass products. However,
Skyline Design cannot guarantee that it has the ability
to manufacture products to each customer’s exact
specifications. No claims or promises are made
about Skyline Design’s ability to replicate custom
artwork, color or other technical specifications.
Skyline Design’s products are hand and machine
crafted with quality and care. Our products are made
to order, and individual pieces may have unique
variances in color, tone and depth.
All product illustrations on the Website are examples,
to indicate pattern scale, density, and approximate
designs. We take care to provide you with accurate
descriptions of color and images of our products.
However, all drawings, dimensions, samples,
descriptive matter and specifications are intended
as guides only. For example, it may be possible that
the color of an item may be different from the photos
shown on your screen. Some of the product images
on the Website are digital renderings. Because they
are not real photographs, the final product can have a
different color or surface texture than appears online.
Also, actual applied finishes and techniques may
affect the overall appearance of finished products.
In addition, Skyline Design owns a broad range
of intellectual property rights associated with its
designs, processes and products. Any unauthorized
use or copying may violate or infringe Skyline
Design’s intellectual property rights.
Skyline Design reserves the right to change, alter, or
modify the design, dimensions, construction, or cost
of any item without prior written notice.
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